Sage Comfort Personal Cleansing Warmer Operating Instructions

- The warmer temperature is set to 100-125° F
- Do not place pre-warmed product back in the warmer
- Follow indicator light instructions below

### Sage 2% CHG cloths

Follow these instructions

- Steady Yellow: package is not ready to be used
- Steady Green: package is ready but do not take first
- Flashing Green: package is ready, must be **taken first**
- Flashing Red: package must be discarded; product in warmer past 84 hour limit

### Sage products

(M-care, Comfort Bath, Comfort Shield, and Shampoo Cap)

Follow these instructions

- Steady Yellow: package is not ready to be used
- Steady Green: package is ready but do not take first
- Flashing Green: package is ready but do not take first
- Flashing Red: package is ready, must be **taken first**;
  product may remain in warmer until product expiration
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Sage Comfort Personal Cleansing Warmer Operating Instructions

- The warmer temperature is set to 100-125° F
- Do not place pre-warmed product back in the warmer
- Follow indicator light instructions below

Sage 2% CHG cloths
Follow these instructions

- NOT READY
- Steady Yellow: package is not ready to be used
- READY
- Steady Green: package is ready but do not take first
- READY
- Flashing Green: package is ready, must be taken first
- DISPOSE
- Flashing Red: package must be discarded; product in warmer past 84 hour limit

Sage products
(M-care, Comfort Bath, Comfort Shield, and Shampoo Cap)
Follow these instructions

- NOT READY
- Steady Yellow: package is not ready to be used
- READY
- Steady Green: package is ready but do not take first
- READY
- Flashing Green: package is ready but do not take first
- READY
- Flashing Red: package is ready, must be taken first; product may remain in warmer until product expiration
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